Abstract. In the present work, we develop in detail the process leading to reduction of models in chemical kinetics when using the Method of Invariant Grids (MIG). To this end, reduced models (invariant grids) are obtained by refining initial approximations of slow invariant manifolds, and used for integrating smaller and less stiff systems of equations capable to recover the detailed description with high accuracy. Moreover, we clarify the role played by thermodynamics in model reduction, and carry out a comparison between detailed and reduced solutions for a model hydrogen oxidation reaction.
Introduction and motivation
The numerical solution of the full set of governing equations, as dictated by modeling of reactive flows with detailed chemical kinetics, remains a challenging task. The reason is, on one side, a large number of kinetic equations needs to be solved in order to keep track of each chemical species. On the other side, a detailed reaction mechanism typically contains many different chemical processes occurring on timescales that range over several orders of magnitude, from seconds down to nanoseconds. It is this feature that gives rise to the stiffness of the governing equations for the chemical reactions. Moreover, the fluid mechanics of chemically reactive flows usually occurs at a narrower range on the order of milliseconds to microsecond. The stiffness drastically affects the implementation of numerical solvers, where reducing the time step becomes necessary in order to both avoid numerical instabilities (e.g., in the case of explicit schemes) and to keep a satisfactory accuracy. As a result, the smallest time scales need to be resolved even when one is interested only in the slow dynamics. In addition, the larger the number of elementary reactions involved in the detailed mechanism, the more significant becomes the computational effort due to the evaluation of reaction rates. These issues make computations of even simple reacting mixtures time consuming.
On the other hand, some reduction is often possible by simply setting up a criterion for eliminating unimportant reactions (or species) from the detailed reaction mechanism (see, e.g., the sensitivity analysis [1, 2] , the comparative analysis of entropy production [3, 4] , and the reaction path analysis [5] ). However, in the present study we exploit a more sophisticated concept of time-scale separation in order to construct a reduced description of the detailed kinetic model. In fact, as mentioned above, there are many chemical processes that are much faster than the fluid dynamic phenomena, so if we are only interested in computing the system behavior on the scale of the fluid mechanics, some chemical processes will be already self-equilibrated. The timescale-based reduction techniques are all based on decoupling the fast equilibrating chemical processes from the slower dynamics, and are implemented by seeking a low dimensional manifold of slow motions in the solution space of the detailed system.
In this work, we focus on closed isothermal chemical reactors with a unique steady state (equilibrium point). However, notice that applications of reduced models attained by the suggested methodology to open reactive systems, under non-isothermal conditions, have been shown recently [20, 21] .
The idea that a low dimensional manifold provides a reduced description of a complex system stems from the representation of its numerical solutions in the phase-space (concentration space). The dynamics of such a complex reactive system is often characterized by a short initial transient during which the solution trajectories approach lowdimensional manifolds in the concentration space, known as the slow invariant manifolds (SIM). The remaining dynamics lasts much longer and evolves along the SIM towards the steady state. Thus, it turns out that constructing the SIM enables to establish a simplified description of a complex system by extracting only the slow dynamics and neglecting the fast. As a result, the detailed large set of equations can be reduced to a much smaller system without a significant loss of accuracy.
Therefore, much effort has been devoted to setting up automated model reduction procedures based (explicitly or implicitly) on the notion of SIM: The method of invariant grids (MIG) [6, 7] , the computational singular perturbation (CSP) method [29] [30] [31] , the intrinsic low dimensional manifold (ILDM) [27, 28] , the invariant constrained equilibrium edge preimage curve method (ICE-PIC) [32] , the equation-free approaches [33] , the method of minimal entropy production trajectories (MEPT) [35] and minimum curvature [36] , the constrained runs algorithm in [34] and the finite-time Lyapunov analysis in [37] are some representative examples.
This work is organized in sections as follows. In Section 2, the notions of invariant manifold and slow invariant manifold are discussed. In Section 3, we briefly outline the kinetic equations for reactive systems. Dissipative stiff systems and the notion of thermodynamic projector are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we review the method of invariant grids and the quasi-equilibrium grid algorithm. The above ideas are discussed with the help of two illustrative example in Section 6. In Section 7, we present the parameterization of invariant grids and numerical integration of reduced dynamical systems while, in Section 8, the issue of reducing an arbitrary off-manifold initial condition is addressed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 9.
Slow invariant manifold (SIM)
In this section, we discuss the notions of (positively) invariant manifold, slow invariant manifold, invariant grid, and slow invariant grid, for a general system of autonomous ordinary differential equations in a domain D in R n , c = J(c).
(2.1)
Invariant manifold and invariance equation
A submanifold Ω ⊂ D is a positively invariant manifold for the system (2.1) if, for any solution c(t), inclusion c(t 0 ) ∈ Ω, implies that
Such a set Ω is often called an invariant manifold. For each point c ∈ Ω, the tangent space T c Ω is defined. If Ω is positively invariant with respect to system (2.1), then vector J(c) belongs to this tangent space. This gives us a necessary differential condition of invariance
In the sequel, because Ω is unambiguously defined, to save notation we write T c instead of the full notation T c Ω. In order to transform the inclusion condition (2.2) into an equation, we need to execute the following steps:
These operations are conveniently described by means of projector operators. Let for any subspace T c a projector P on T c be defined with image imP = T c , kernel kerP = E c .
Then the necessary differential condition of invariance takes the following form
The left-hand side of this equation is important for many constructions and has its own name, the defect of invariance: [9] . Projector P depends on the point c and the space T c . Invariance equations for different choices of this projector field P are equivalent, the only requirement is imP = T c . But the convergence properties of computational methods significantly depend on the projector choice. The definition of slowness can also be sensitive to this choice.
At a first glance, there exists a natural method for projector field P construction: If for any c a positive definite inner product x,y c (a Riemannian structure) is defined, then we can choose P as , c -orthogonal projector, and
is , c -orthogonal splitting. A more careful analysis shows that this idea is "almost true", and after some modifications leads to the thermodynamic projector [23, 25] (see Section 4.2 below). The relevant Riemannian structure is generated by the second differential of the entropy.
In a majority of applications, we are looking not for an approximation to an invariant manifold that definitely exists, but rather for an approximate invariant manifold with sufficiently small defect of invariance ∆ ( ∆ ≪ J , for example).
Slow manifold
Reduction of description for dissipative kinetics assumes (explicitly or implicitly) the following picture ( Fig. 1 ): There exists a manifold of slow motions Ω slow in the phase-space. From the initial conditions the system goes quickly in a small neighborhood of the manifold, and after that moves slowly along it. The manifold of slow motions (slow manifold, for short) must be positively invariant: If a solution starts on the manifold at t 0 , then it stays on the manifold at any future time t > t 0 . In some neighborhood of the slow manifold the directions of fast motion can be defined. Of course, we always deal not with the invariant slow manifold, but with some approximate slow manifold Ω. Thermodynamics is useful for model reduction in dissipative systems. The governing idea of these applications is [23] : During the fast motion the entropy should increase, hence, the point of entropy maximum on the plane of rapid motion is not far from the slow manifold, in the area where fast and slow motion have comparable velocities (Fig. 1 , inside dashed circles). This implies that differential of the entropy at points near the slow manifold almost annuls the planes of fast motions (i.e., entropy gradient is almost orthogonal to these planes). For sufficiently strong fast-slow time separation the fast invariant subspace of a Jacobian near the slow manifold approximates the plane of fast motions, hence, this invariant subspace is also nearly orthogonal to the entropy gradient. See also the illustrative examples in Section 4.
All the definitions of slow manifold for a given system are based on the comparison of motion to the manifold with motion along the manifold. There should be relatively fast contraction in selected transversal directions (in directions of projector kernel) and relatively slow change of vector field tangent component along manifold. In this paper, we do not review all these approaches (the spectral gap condition, the cone condition, various stability conditions), the details and further references are in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
For our approach, the slow invariant manifold is the stable fixed point of one of the following processes:
1. Relaxation due to a film extension of dynamics [17] , that is defined by the equation for immersed manifold motion with velocity J ⊥ (c),
2. Iterations of the Newton method with incomplete linearization for invariance equation (2.3) , that is the Newton process without linearization of P: We take J in the first approximation, while for P use the zeroth approximation (for details see Section 5.2).
If the Newton method with incomplete linearization converges, then it leads to slow manifold in the usual sense while the standard Newton method does not. (This is convenient because the standard Newton method is also more complicated.) For sufficiently strong fast-slow time separation, most of the numerous definitions of slow invariant manifold give the same result (exactly the same, or up to higher order terms, it depends on the required regularity of manifolds) [17] .
If we have found an approximate slow invariant manifold Ω, then the corresponding slow reduced system is the system on the manifold Ω defined by the projected vector fielḋ c = PJ(c), (2.5) where c ∈ Ω and projector P : R n → T c Ω depends on the point c and on the tangent space T c Ω, both. Because F is an immersion, the differential of F(y), DF(y), is reversible on its image, T F(y) Ω. Hence, reduced system (2.5) defines dynamics in the parameter spacė
Dissipative reaction kinetics
In a closed system with n chemical species A 1 ,··· , A n , participating in a complex reaction, a generic reversible reaction step can be written in the form of a stoichiometric equation 
where the dot denotes the time derivative and W s (c) is the reaction rate function of the step s. In particular, the polynomial form of the reaction rate function is provided by the mass action law
where k + s (T) and k − s (T) are the constants of the direct and of the inverse reactions rates of the step s, respectively. The most popular form of their dependence is given by the Arrhenius equation
In the latter equation, a ± s ,b ± s are constants and H ± s , S ± s activation enthalpies and entropies, respectively. The rate constants are not independent, and the principle of detail balance establishes the relation between those quantities
where the non-negative vector c eq is the steady state (equilibrium point) of the system (3.2). In general, in order to solve the kinetic equations (3.2), additional conditions are needed. For instance, in the case of isolated reactors, the additional equations
whereū is the internal energy, must be taken into account, whereas for an isochoric isothermal system we impose V,T = const, and so forth. However, in the latter case, Eq. (3.2) takes a closed formċ
Finally, also other linear constraints, related to the conservation of atoms, must be considered. In general, such conservation laws can be written as follows:
where l fixed and linearly independent vectors d i are the rows of the l ×n matrix D, and const is a constant vector. More details about chemical kinetics can be found, e.g., in the classical work of Williams [8] .
Dissipative systems with disparate time scales
In the present work, we deal with the kinetic equations (3.6) describing time evolution of isochoric isothermal closed reactors towards the unique steady state, c eq , in the interior of the phase-space. Moreover, let us assume that the dynamics induced by the vector field J is characterized by different time scales. In other words, let the Jacobian matrix of (3.6) posses non-positive eigenvalues with different orders of magnitude. In this case, relaxation of solution trajectories, in the phase space, presents a remarkable behaviour: After a short initial transient, they reach the same low dimensional manifold Ω. In the remaining evolution, which lasts much longer, trajectories do not leave Ω any more, while proceeding towards the steady state (see Fig. 1 ). In general, the slow motions of (3.6) are relevant for its macroscopic description. In this case, since those motions are "anchored" to the SIM, only m equations of (3.6) are independent (m is the SIM dimension): The minimal subset of independent equations is the reduced system, while the rest of variables (n−m) respect some relations dictated by the SIM equation. The final aim in model reduction is to obtain the reduced system (smaller and less stiff than the detailed one) to solve instead of (3.6). According to the MIG method, the following steps need to be executed [7] :
1. Initial grid construction;
2. Grid refinements;
3. Invariant grid parameterization;
4. Reduction of both the system (3.6) and its initial condition.
Thermodynamic Lyapunov function
Our scope is to illustrate the full model reduction process, and to this end, we need to discuss some properties of dynamical systems characterized by disparate time scales and supported by Lyapunov functions. Let a Lyapunov function G with respect to (3.6) be defined, such that the following dissipation inequality holdsĠ
Based on the ideas in Section 2.2, the introduction of G is convenient for model reduction, and in the next sections we intend to show that, when such a function G is defined and the invariant grid constructed, the dynamics induced by the vector field J can be decomposed in terms of slow and fast motions on the basis of thermodynamics.
There are four classical conditions in thermodynamics where the Lyapunov function for the kinetic equation is well known:
When dealing with both isolated and isobaric isenthalpic systems, G is related to the mixture averaged entropys which, for ideal gas mixtures, takes the following explicit form:
whereW, R, X i , p and p re f denote the mean molecular weight, the universal gas constant, the mole fraction of species i, the total pressure and a reference pressure, respectively. The specific entropy s i , according to [26] , is assumed to have the following dependence on the temperature T
where, for each chemical species i, a ij are tabulated constants.
In contrast, in the case of isobaric isothermal and isochoric isothermal reactors, the Lyapunov function is based on the mixture Gibbs free energyḡ and Helmholtz free energyf , respectively, as follows:
A different form of a Lyapunov function for both the latter cases can be obtained from (4.4) and (4.2)
is the mixture mean density, W i the molecular weight of species i, and all the constant terms, due to isothermal conditions, are neglected.
Here, it proves convenient, for various constructions discussed later on in the paper, to introduce the definition of entropic scalar product x,y c = (x,Hy), (4.6) where H = ∂ 2 G ∂c i ∂c j is the second derivative matrix of G, while x and y are two arbitrary vectors. Note that the latter scalar product depends on the point c in which the Hessian matrix H is evaluated. However, in the following, in order to save notation we shall use the symbol x,y instead of x,y c . Moreover, in the following, the linear functional appearing in the left-hand side of (4.1) will be denoted as
with kerDG indicating its null space.
Thermodynamic projector
In general, the invariance condition (2.3) is valid for an arbitrary projector P, whereas the tangent space T c , computed at the SIM point c, is spanned by the projector image:
However, generalizing notions of Section 2.2 leads to a special construction of P, which has its own name: thermodynamic projector [7, 23, 25] . The idea behind the thermodynamic projector is the following: If a given manifold indeed represents the manifold of slow motions, then the Lyapunov function G has been decreasing during the fast process of relaxation towards this manifold. Therefore, the points of the manifold appear as the minimum points of the Lypunov function on the manifolds of fast motion. The latter can be approximated accurately in a small vicinity of the slow manifold using the Lyapunov function gradient at the points of SIM. This intuitive picture is formalized below. Importantly, the thermodynamic projector is updated on each iterations when seeking the SIM from the invariance condition as illustrated below in Section 5.2. Let us consider a grid approximating a m-dimensional slow invariant manifold. If G is a discrete subset in the m-dimensional parameter space R m = {ξ 1 ,··· ,ξ m }, F | G denotes a discrete mapping of G into the concentration space. Let us consider an approximation procedure to restore the smooth map F from the discrete one F | G . The derivatives f i = ∂F ∂ξ i are available, and the tangent space, at any grid point c, is
The subspace T c,0 = T c ∩kerDG defines, if T c = T c,0 , the tangent vector e ∈ T c , through the following conditions
so that, the thermodynamic projection of an arbitrary vector x has the form
The basis {k 1 ,··· ,k m−1 } (orthonormal with respect to the entropic scalar product (4.6)) spans the subspace T c,0 . In the case T c ≡ T c,0 , the projector (4.10) becomes
Remark 4.1. Here, it is worth stressing the relevant feature of the latter projector. Let us consider a m-dimensional SIM in a n-dimensional phase space. The above construction is based on the idea that the thermodynamic considerations (minimization of the thermodynamic Lyapunov function) are solely required to construct fast manifolds in the vicinity of SIM. On the other hand, if it is possible to describe the fast subspace in different terms (for example, as a result of a different algorithm for construction of SIM), both representations of fast motions should be consistent. Let a vector a r i (c) be a generic vector of the fast subspace. Then
where kerP is the null space of (4.10) evaluated at c. In other words, the thermodynamic projection of fast directions, in a neighborhood of the SIM, is "almost" null. We shall illustrate that the consistency is indeed achieved by considering a numerical example below where the fast manifold is defined as the fast subspace of the Jacobian matrix at the points of a SIM.
Method of invariant grids
In this section, we present a general overview of the Method of Invariant Grids (MIG). The interested reader can find more details in [6, 7, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Slow invariant grids
For computational purposes, the discrete analogue of the problem of slow invariant manifold was developed in [6, 7] . We are looking for SIM as an immersion F of the parameter domain W into D, F:W → D. Now we consider a discrete subset G ⊂ W. All functions are given on G, and their smooth continuation on W could be constructed by various approximation technique (e.g., by low-order interpolation). We use notation F| G for restricting a function on a grid. An approximation technique gives a smooth function F[F | G ]. Let the transformation of a discrete set of values into a smooth function
We call F | G (G) an invariant grid, if it satisfies the grid version of the invariance equation
The grid version of the film equation (2.4) is also a motion in the defect of invariance direction (1−P)J F(y) . The Newton method with incomplete linearization for grids has the same form as for continuous manifolds, and it is illustrated in Section 5.2. Hence, we can define the slow invariant grid as a stable fixed point of (one of) these processes. Formula (2.6) gives a velocity vector field on G and the approximation methods continue this vector field on the parameter space W, as illustrated in more detail in Section 7. This is the reduced model.
Grid refinements
Using grid connectivity, one can introduce differentiation operators in order to estimate the tangent vectors and define the projector operator P at every node. Let us assume that a rough approximation of the slow invariant manifold Ω can be constructed, and let G 0 be a grid describing this approximation. In general, the invariance defect ∆ is not expected to vanish at each node of G 0 , and the latter grid has to be refined. Namely, a generic grid node c can be updated and shifted to the new location, c+δc, with a smaller defect of invariance
The node correction δc can be computed by solving the incompletely linearized invariance condition [24] where the vector field J is expanded up to the first order about c, while the projector P up to the zeroth order
with L = ∂J i ∂c j denoting the first derivative matrix of the vector field J. Grid refinements can be accomplished using the Newton method with incomplete linearization supplemented with the solvability condition (i.e., corrections are movements in the fast subspace)
Let us denote the null space of D and P as kerD and kerP, respectively. It proves convenient to choose an orthonormal basis {b i } in the subspace
with respect to a proper scalar product. Let the dimension of S be r = dim(S), the correction can be cast in the following form
so that the linearized invariance equation (5.2) becomes a linear algebraic system in terms
where the notation (x,y) indicates the Euclidean scalar product of two arbitrary vectors x and y.
Remark 5.1. The usual scalar product (,) was used to compute the components of the left-hand side of (5.2) with respect to the basis vectors {b i }. Nevertheless, a different scalar product can be also used without losing generality.
In the case of the thermodynamic projector (4.10), it proves convenient to choose the basis {b i } orthonormal with respect to the entropic scalar product , (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2) and write (5.4) as follows:
In this case, since (4.10) is "almost" , -orthogonal ( imP,kerP ∼ =0) in a neighborhood of the SIM, (5.5) can be approximated and simplified as follows:
In contrast, according to the relaxation method (due to film equation (2.4)), the node correction takes on the form δc = τ∆(c),
where the parameter τ has the dimension of time. Estimates of τ can be found in the literature [7] 
Notice however that, both the Newton method and the relaxation method may face the problem of the Courant instability in the case of fine grids, as illustrated in more detail in Section 5.5 and [7, 16] .
Initial grid based on quasi-equilibrium manifolds
As demonstrated in [16] , various approximated descriptions of SIM can be utilized in order to initialize MIG iterations. A cheap and accurate enough approximation is provided by quasi-equilibrium manifolds (QEM). By a definition, a q-dimensional QEM is a manifold in the concentration space which minimizes a Lyapunov function G (with respect to the kinetic equation) under a set of q linear constraints. Let us consider the minimization problem
where a j = (a j 1 ,··· ,a j n ) is a set of q fixed vectors expressing the primitive variables c i in terms of new parameters ξ j . Because of convexity of G, once q values are assigned to the quantities ξ j , the solution of (5.8) is unique when it exists [40] . Regarding ξ j as variables, the joint set of constrained minima forms the q-dimensional quasi-equilibrium manifold (QEM) corresponding to the vector set {a j }. Quasi-equilibrium manifolds provide reasonably good initial approximations of slow invariant manifolds, and the rationale behind is discussed in Section 2.2. Moreover, comparisons between QEM and SIM can be also found in the literature [16, 18] .
Before proceeding further, we note that the QEM can be by itself of interest for model reduction even before any refinement is addressed. For instance, the rate-controlled constrained-equilibrium (RCCE) method uses directly the notion of QEM for simplifying reaction mechanisms in combustion [41] [42] [43] .
For the sake of completeness, below we briefly review the quasi-equilibrium grid algorithm [18] for constructing a grid based approximation of a QEM. Let E be the (d+ q)×n matrix, constructed by adding the a j vectors as q additional rows to the matrix D. Let the steady state of (3.6) be denoted by 
with respect to the unknowns ϕ i . If {ρ 1 ,··· ,ρ z } and {t 1 ,··· ,t z−q } are two vector bases spanning the null space of the matrix D and E, respectively, then
By referring to system (5.9), all derivatives of G are evaluated at c 0 and, through the last q equations, we impose that c 1 belongs to a Cartesian grid in the space ξ 1 ,··· ,ξ q , with the fixed parameter ε k defining the grid step along ξ k . Similarly, by solving (5.9) at c 1 , a new QEM point c 2 can be found. In general, this procedure can be iterated as long as all the coordinates of the computed state are non-negative. The collection of computed states is called the quasi-equilibrium grid. Finally, in the literature there are suggestions for choosing the set of parameterization vectors {a j }. For instance, the spectral quasi-equilibrium manifold is constructed when those vectors are given by q left eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix L at the steady state, corresponding to the q smallest eigenvalues by absolute value [16] . As an alternative, the parameters ξ j in (5.8) may represent physical quantities such as total number of moles, active valence or free oxygen [42] .
Construction under non-isothermal conditions
In the case of non-isothermal conditions, an additional equation is needed in order to close the system of kinetic equations (3.2) . This equation imposes the conservation of internal energyū or enthalpyh, thus, for isolated and isobaric isenthalpic reactors, the following quantitiesū 11) are fixed, respectively. In the following, we deal with ideal gas mixtures where the internal energy u i and enthalpy h i of species i are assumed to depend only on the temperature, while the corresponding mass fraction is denoted by Y i . Moreover, polynomial fits are typically utilized to account for the temperature dependence [26] of u i (T) and h i (T):
A Lyapunov function of the kinetic system (3.2) can take the more general expressioñ 
Uniqueness, stability and computational effort
In general, there are many solutions to the invariance condition (2.3) which could be considered as a candidate of slow invariant manifolds. For instance, a subset of those solutions is given by all semi-trajectories {c(t),t > 0} which are obviously invariant. Moreover, in a vicinity of a stable equilibrium point, almost all solutions have the slowest Lyapunov exponent. Hence, almost all semi-trajectories could be considered as onedimensional slow invariant manifolds, since they meet intuitive expectations asymptotically at t → +∞. It becomes necessary to select one slow manifold that is the best, in some sense. It can be proven [17] that definition of slow invariant manifolds as the stable fixed point of iterative procedure described in Section 2.2 reduces significantly the set of solutions to (2.3) and, in a neighborhood of a stable equilibrium of an analytical system, it guarantees uniqueness of analytical slow invariant manifolds. Based on our numerical computations, constructing invariant grids by the above iterative methods has never led to multiple solutions. In this respect, it is also important to reflect on the consequences of a possible convergence of the proposed numerical algorithm to an invariant solution which is not slow, say a generic semi-trajectory. In this case, though one would expect that corrections (5.4), (5.6) and (5.7) vanish, they do not. An arbitrary semi-trajectory is invariant under the dynamics of the kinetic system (3.2), but not stable under the iterative refinement of Section 5.2. Indeed, in this case, small perturbations (always present in any calculation on computers) have the effect to make non-invariant the solution to the next iteration. Several illustrative examples, where the initial grid was chosen in the vicinity of solution trajectories, confirmed the above feature of the MIG algorithm. Once again, we intend to stress the crucial result that iteration stability represents the key point for slowness.
Notice that, although rigorous proof concerning the existence of solutions to the Newton method with incomplete linearization (see Sections 2.2 and 5.2) for non-linear systems are not yet available in the literature, rigorous proofs of global existence and uniqueness of slow invariant manifolds, obtained by the film equation of dynamics (2.4), were obtained recently for a class of linear problems [15] .
Both the Newton method with incomplete linearization and the relaxation method (Section 5.2) are explicit numerical schemes to solve the invariance condition (2.3) and the film equation (2.4), respectively. Therefore, as it was first pointed out in [7] , they may face the issue of Courant instability. For instance, if the initial grid is characterized by a small node spacing, at some nodes a norm of the defect of invariance ∆ exhibits a divergent behavior, instead of dying out as iterations proceed further (see also [7, 16] ). A way to avoid such instability is well known. This is decreasing the time step. In our problem, instead of a true time step, we have a shift in the Newtonian direction. Formally, we can assign the valueh = 1 for one complete step in the Newtonian direction, so that we can extend the Newton method to arbitraryh. To this end, let us find δ i , e.g., from (5.4), and update δc proportionally toh; the corrected node is c n+1 = c n +hδc n , where the subscript n denotes the number of iteration. Everywhere the parameterh is maintained as large as possible without running into convergence problems. In the following, if not otherwise stated, we useh = 1. Similar considerations are applied to eliminate the Courant instability in the case of relaxation method.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the number of nodes of uniform grids (therefore the computational effort associated with the MIG approach, as well as with any other grid-based method for model reduction) scales as ε −q , where q is the grid dimension while the small parameter ε is representative of the grid spacing. Though this may seem inefficient, we should stress that invariant grids are constructed and tabulated only once for a later and efficient integration of the kinetic equations. An estimate of the computational time needed for computing two-dimensional grids, in the case of realistic hydrogen combustion, is reported in [19] .
Illustration
It is useful to explain the above notions with the help of two illustrative examples. First, we consider the four step three species reaction (Example 1): (3.5) . The latter mechanism is effectively two dimensional, and a 1-dimensional slow invariant manifold can be constructed for its reduced description. For that reaction, the system (3.6) takes the explicit forṁ
where
Example 2 is a model for hydrogen oxidation, see, e.g., [17, p. 291] . Let us consider a closed system with six species H 2 (hydrogen), O 2 (oxygen), H 2 O (water), H, O, OH (radicals) reacting in a constant volume and under constant temperature. The detailed kinetic mechanism and the direct rate constants of each step are: The concentration space is 6-dimensional, but the effective dimension is four because of the linear constraints (6.5). This time, both 1-and 2-dimensional slow invariant manifolds can be constructed. Time evolution of molar concentrations, as dictated by (6.4), is described by the following system of equationṡ
Slow-fast motion decomposition
In this section, we demonstrate that the construction of the thermodynamic projector performs decomposition of fast-slow motions of the kinetic equation (3.6) . For the dynamical systems (6.2) and (6.6), the thermodynamic Lyapunov function is (4.5) which can be conveniently recast as:
where the dependence on the steady state coordinates is explicitly shown. Hence, the thermodynamic projector (4.10) takes, in the case of Example 1, the form .2) was considered, in order to estimate both the fast direction a f (eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue by absolute value) and the slow direction a s (eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue by absolute value). In fact, it is known from the literature [27] that spectral decomposition of L enables to compute approximated slow and fast components of the vector of motion J. Those eigenvectors were projected onto the tangent space of the invariant grid, by means of (6.9a), and in Fig. 2(b) the Euclidean norm Pa i is plotted versus the grid parameter c B , where the eigenvectors were chosen such that a f = a s = 1. As shown in Fig. 3 , the fast component of any trajectory lies in the affine subspace c * +kerP, where c * is an arbitrary point of the SIM. A two-dimensional grid, invariant with respect to (6.6), was also constructed by applying the MIG procedure in the form of Newton iterations starting from the pertinent spectral quasi-equilibrium grid (see Fig. 4 ). In the case of Example 2, the thermodynamic projector (4.10) reads Px = (∇G,x)e+ k,x k. (6.10) Now, the spectral analysis of the Jacobian L, at each grid node, delivers four non-zero eigenvalues. Let the eigenvectors be denoted as a 1 f , a 2 f , a 1 s , a 2 s where the corresponding eigenvalues are ordered such that
Thermodynamic projections Pa of all eigenvectors a (with a = 1) were evaluated at every node, and their Euclidean norms Pa reported in Fig. 5 . It is worth stressing that the fast projections do not completely vanish because of two reasons. First, the Jacobi matrix eigenvectors only represent an approximation of fast and slow directions. Second, as already mentioned in Section 2.2, the fast-slow motion decomposition based on thermodynamics is approximated. Agreement between two quite different pictures is nevertheless impressive.
Access of grid nodes
The described procedure delivers the location of the invariant grid nodes, and below we address the issue of how to utilize the computed set of states during the time integration of a reduced set of equations.
Global parametrization
Let Ω be the slow invariant manifold with respect to the system (3.6). Let m and n be the dimension of Ω and the phase space dimension, respectively. Here, we assume that Ω can be parameterized by a set of new coordinates where R is a fixed m×n matrix. By differentiating (7.1) with respect to time and invoking (2.5), the dynamics of (3.6) on the SIM can be written in terms of the new variables aṡ
Since the right-hand side of the above formula depends on the primitive variables c, the latter system can be solved as soon as the explicit equation of the SIM is known
Let us assume that the MIG method delivers the invariant grid G approximating the slow invariant manifold Ω. Using (7.1), a parameters set (ξ Note that, the projector P of the reduced system (7.2) must be constructed as prescribed in Section 4.2. In this case, the fast directions belong to the null space of the thermodynamic projector, and the right-hand side of (7.2) is characterized by a reduced stiffness with respect to the original system (3.6) (see Section 6.1).
1D grid based integrator: global parametrization
Let the 1-dimensional invariant grid for the system (6.2) be stored in the three 1-dimensional arrays p A , p B , p C so that the i-th grid node has the following coordinates
Here, the choice of R is done according to the spectral quasi-equilibrium parametrization suggested in [16, 18] . Therefore, R denotes the left eigenvector, of the Jacobi matrix at the equilibrium, which corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue (by absolute value). Only one parameter
is now associated with each grid node c i . Let parameters ξ (i) be stored in the 1-dimensional array ζ = {ξ (i) }.
Here, the reduced system (7.2) takes the form 
the following primitive variables 6) can be associated with the parameter ξ. Eq. (7.4) was numerically integrated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta explicit scheme where the right-hand side is evaluated through (7.6) with υ = 2. Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the full system and the reduced one. The time step for the reduced system was increased up to ∆t = 0.5 without a big loss of accuracy. Since the full system solution does not present significant deviations only when ∆t ≤ 0.01, we can argue that the reduced system is characterized by much less stiffness. 
1D grid based integrator: local parametrization
The procedure described in Section 7.1.1 is based on the assumption that there exists a matrix R such that the mapping (7.3) is unique (ζ strictly monotonic). When this does not occur, the same value of ξ is associated with different grid nodes: In this case, the global parametrization is not suitable for accessing the grid nodes during the integration of the reduced system (7.4). However, the above methodology can be regarded as a special case of a more general strategy. Indeed, in Section 7.1.1, the matrix R is constructed by taking into account the slow directions at the equilibrium point c eq (quasi-equilibrium manifold parametrization). Therefore, R is expected to provide the neighbors of the steady state with monotonic parameters, whereas this is not guaranteed when moving far from c eq . In order to overcome this issue, the matrix R can be dynamically updated during the time integration. Namely, R can be made dependent on the grid zone involved in the integration and, in the sequel, a possible way is presented.
Let the initial condition c 0 = [c A0 ,c B0 ,c C0 ] fulfill the following inequalities then R can be set as follows:
If υ is small enough, then R i ′ approximately spans the slow-subspace at the i ′ -th node of the invariant grid. For that reason, the parametrization carried out through R i ′ is expected to associate uniquely the parameters with the grid nodes in a neighborhood of c 0 . Starting from ξ 0 = R i ′ c T 0 , numerical integration of (7.4) can be performed, as described in Section 7.1.1, by using the vector R i ′ in order to evaluate the parameter ξ 1 after the first time step. For evaluating ξ 2 , R i ′ is kept constant if ξ 1 still belongs to the interval [ζ(i ′ ),ζ(i ′ +υ)]; when that does not occur, the parametrization matrix is updated. In this case, a new index i ′′ is chosen, instead of i ′ , such that the inequalities (7.7) hold for the point c 1 =c(ξ 1 ), and a new matrix R i ′′ introduced according to (7.8) . Now, starting from R i ′′ c T 1 , the integration is carried on, and same procedure applies for subsequent time steps. Eq. (7.4) was solved by using an explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme in combination with the local parametrization approach (see Fig. 7 ). The interpolation formulas (7.6) with υ = 2 were still adopted. Notice that, as shown in Fig. 7(d) , the updating of the matrix R makes the time evolution of the parameter ξ non-smooth, although the dynamics is still smooth in terms of primitive variables. 
2D grid based integrator: global parametrization
As described in Section 7.1, the two-dimensional grid of Fig. 4 can be globally parameterized through a fixed matrix R. Here, the spectral quasi-equilibrium parametrization leads to the following 2×6 matrix It is worth stressing once again that R is chosen in such a way that its rows are the slowest and the second slowest left eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the equilibrium point, respectively. Now, the invariant grid nodes can be ordered by means of two indexes. Each node c is labeled by a pair (i,j), so that the reduced variables of c(i, j) are given by
In this case, the matrix (7.9) delivers a unique mapping (7.10) (see Fig. 8 ), so that the reduced system (7.2) is now composed of the two following ordinary differential equations ξη = RPJ c(ξ,η) .
Since the explicit dependence of the vector field J on the reduced parameters is not known, a proper interpolation of the discrete mapping (7.10) is needed and, in the sequel, a possible way to calculate the right-hand side of (7.11) is presented. Let ξ 0 and η 0 be the initial condition for (7.11) whose location on the (ξ,η)-plane is denoted by a square in Fig. 9 . In this case, the point c 0 (ξ 0 ,η 0 ) can be reconstructed by the following first-order interpolation scheme: 12) where, e.g., A ABD represents the area of the triangle ABD. On the other hand, the latter point may be also attained by performing a bilinear interpolation over the four nodes reported in Fig. 9 . The latter task is achieved by following a well known strategy used, e.g., in the finite element method (see, e.g., [38] ). Namely, interpolation can be split in two steps. First of all, through a coordinate transformation (which maps an arbitrary foursided of Fig. 9 into the standard square centered in the origin whose edge length is 2 any pair (ξ,η) can be transformed in the new one (ξ,η). Secondly, interpolation is performed on the standard square by using, for each corner, the corresponding Lagrangian weight 13) so that the interpolated concentration vector 14) enables to evaluate the right-hand side of (7.11) at each time step. A comparison between the numerical solution of the full system (6.6) and the reduced one (7.11) is reported in Fig. 10 . Here, the bilinear interpolation was performed. The former system can be accurately integrated choosing the time step not larger than ∆t ≈ 7×10 −4 (explicit RK4 scheme); while (7.11) was integrated by increasing ∆t up to 2×10 −2 . Moreover, (7.14) can be generalized in order to use higher order interpolation schemes. In that case, all the grid nodes with labels (i+ι,j+κ) ι, κ = 0,··· ,υ, where υ denotes the polynomial order, need to be involved: For instance, the Fig. 9 shows the case with υ = 1. 
2D grid based integrator: local parametrization
The local parametrization approach represents an option whenever the mapping (7.10) is not unique. In this case, the parametrization matrix R can be chosen such that its rows almost span the slow subspace around the initial condition c 0
where χ is an arbitrary parameter and (ξ 0 ,η 0 ) T = Rc T 0 . By keeping the matrix (7.15) constant during the evaluation of the next pair (ξ 1 ,η 1 ) after a time step ∆t, the procedure described above in the present section is applied. At that point, only if (ξ 1 ,η 1 ) has left the initial cell, the matrix R is updated according to (7.15) , where (i,j) denotes the down-left node of the new cell which (ξ 1 ,η 1 ) belongs to. Similarly, numerical integration is carried on from (ξ 1 ,η 1 ) to (ξ 2 ,η 2 ) and so forth. The system (7.11) was solved, by using the local approach and by choosing bilinear interpolation on the four-nodes cell of Fig. 9 in order to reconstruct the 2-dimensional slow invariant manifold of (6.6) from the corresponding invariant grid. Computations were performed under the conditions of Fig. 10 , and the comparison shows similar results compared to the global parameterization.
Remark 7.1. Notice that, a set of independent rows for the matrix (7.15), approximating the tangent space to a 2D manifold around c 0 , can be also found as follows:
The matrix R in the form (7.16) proves particularly convenient for parameterization of q-dimensional manifolds. In the latter case, the generalized q×n matrix R can be written as follows:
(7.17)
The initial condition problem
In general, when the initial condition is not on the slow invariant manifold, there is a need to find its image (on the SIM) after a fast transient before integrating the reduced set of equations. Toward this end, first we consider the fast foliation problem (Section 8.1), where we assume that the invariant manifold of slow motions is constructed, and the fibers of fast motions in its neighborhood are defined with the help of the thermodynamic projector. Second, the projection problem (Section 8.2) can be addressed as inverse to the fast foliation problem.
Let the initial condition of (6.2) c 0 not belong to the slow invariant manifold. In this case, the reduced initial condition ξ 0 can be expressed by the relation where the vector k = [k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 ] is evaluated according to (6.10). As shown in Fig. 12 , a solution starting from c 0 meets the one that moves along the invariant grid (α ′ = 0,α ′′ = 0), after an initial fast dynamics.
The projection problem
In general, because of the non-trivial dependence of the thermodynamic projector P on the state c, the node c * (c 0 ) cannot be found by a direct solving of (8.2). Therefore, here we employed an iterative procedure, which will be illustrated below with the help of Example 2. Iterations start after fixing two arbitrary directions: f Let c * 0 be the intersection point where the affine subspace (8.7) meets the invariant manifold, and let { f The suggested procedures are validated in the case of a reaction mechanism for hydrogen oxidation, where comparisons between detailed and reduced models show excellent agreement. In particular, it has been demonstrated that thermodynamics enables to define the reduced system of equations and to cope with the stiffness of the detailed model. Moreover, based on the notion of thermodynamic projector, here we introduce the equation for computing reduced initial conditions and discuss a possible approach to solve it.
